Virtual CMTC20 ~ Shifts Happen! At-A-Glance

Monday, January 11th ~ Hat Day

3:00-4:00 Welcome Center & Information Booth
- Check out REMO the CMTC 20 virtual event platform
- Get answers to your conference questions
- Enjoy some videos
- Network with your friends and colleagues
- Relax and get ready for the opening keynote

4:00-5:00 Opening Keynote Panel
- NHSAA leadership welcomes all to virtual CMTC20
- Keynote Panel Presentation: Shifts Happen: New CBE Opportunities with Remote Learning
- Keynote Panel: Rose Colby, Karin Hess, & Daniel Joseph

Tuesday, January 12th ~ School Spirit Day

10:00-11:00 Tuesday Concurrent Sessions (T1)
- Attend one of our 8 concurrent sessions offered by our keynotes, returning keynotes, spotlights, educators, and sponsors – there is something for everyone

11:00-12:00 Networking Fun & Prizes ~ Oh MY!
- Spend as much time as you want, engage in networking and conversation
- Watch the CMTC20 ignite sessions
- Join us for a stretch, mediation, or yoga break
- Participate in the Solution Partner Meet & Greet and Scavenger Hunt
- Register to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card

1:00-2:00 Tuesday Concurrent Sessions (T2)
- Attend one of our 8 concurrent sessions offered by our keynotes, returning keynotes, spotlights, educators, and sponsors – there is something for everyone

2:00-3:00 Networking Fun & Prizes ~ Oh MY!
- Spend as much time as you want, engage in networking and conversation
- Watch the CMTC20 ignite sessions
- Join us for a stretch, mediation, or yoga break
- Participate in the Solution Partner Meet & Greet and Scavenger Hunt
- Register to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card

3:00-4:00 Shifts Happen Comedy Hour
- Kick back and relax for fun and networking
- Comedian Devin Siebold entertains us with “educator” humor

4:00-5:00 Tuesday Concurrent Sessions (T3)
- Attend one of our 8 concurrent sessions offered by our keynotes, returning keynotes, spotlights, educators, and sponsors – there is something for everyone

Wednesday, January 13th ~ I Love the 80’s Day

9:00-11:00 Wednesday BYOD Workshops (W1-BYOD)
- Join a BYOD workshop for a deep dive into a variety of topics

10:00-11:00 Wednesday Concurrent Sessions (W1)
- Attend one of our 8 concurrent sessions offered by our keynotes, returning keynotes, spotlights, educators, and sponsors – there is something for everyone

11:00-12:00 Networking Fun & Prizes ~ Oh MY!
- Spend as much time as you want, engage in networking and conversation
- Watch the CMTC20 ignite sessions
- Join us for a stretch, mediation, or yoga break
- Participate in the Solution Partner Meet & Greet and Scavenger Hunt
- Register to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card

Thursday, January 14th ~ Techy Geek Out Day

10:00-11:00 Thursday Concurrent Sessions (Th1)
- Attend one of our 8 concurrent sessions offered by our keynotes, returning keynotes, spotlights, educators, and sponsors – there is something for everyone

11:00-12:00 Networking Fun & Prizes ~ Oh MY!
- Spend as much time as you want, engage in networking and conversation
- Watch the CMTC20 ignite sessions
- Join us for a stretch, mediation, or yoga break
- Participate in the Solution Partner Meet & Greet and Scavenger Hunt
- Register to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card

1:00-2:00 Thursday Concurrent Sessions (Th2)
- Attend one of our 8 concurrent sessions offered by our keynotes, returning keynotes, spotlights, educators, and sponsors – there is something for everyone

3:00-4:00 Networking Fun & Prizes ~ Oh MY!
- Spend as much time as you want, engage in networking and conversation
- Watch the CMTC20 ignite sessions
- Join us for a stretch, mediation, or yoga break
- Participate in the Solution Partner Meet & Greet and Scavenger Hunt
- Register to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card

4:00-5:00 Keynote & Raffle Prizes
- NHSTE leadership welcomes all to virtual CMTC20
- Keynote Panel Presentation: Education in a Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, & Ambiguous World
- Keynote: Raymond McNulty

Friday, January 15th ~ COVID-19 Mask Day

9:00-11:00 Friday BYOD Workshops (F1-BYOD)
- Join a BYOD workshop for a deep dive into a variety of topics

11:00-12:00 Networking Fun & Prizes ~ Oh MY!
- Spend as much time as you want, engage in networking and conversation
- Watch the CMTC20 ignite sessions
- Join us for a stretch, mediation, or yoga break
- Participate in the Solution Partner Meet & Greet and Scavenger Hunt
- Register to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card

12:00-2:00 Friday BYOD Workshops (F2-BYOD)
- Join a BYOD workshop for a deep dive into a variety of topics

2:00-4:00 Friday BYOD Workshops (F3-BYOD)
- Join a BYOD workshop for a deep dive into a variety of topics